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Buses and trains traverse entire cities and
metropolitan areas and serve riders in locations (such as
downtowns) where strict sign ordinances may prohibit
billboards and other types of advertising. When a
company advertises on the outside of a bus, it is
essentially advertising on a moving billboard. Bus
exteriors are the most popular place to advertise in a
transit system because of the large number of people
who will see the ad. Exterior bus and shelter ads target
drivers and pedestrians,
rather than transit users.
Advertising on transit
platforms and inside
transit vehicles targets the
transit users.

Since 1989,
advertising on transit
vehicles and in transit facilities has become more and
more acceptable. Transit advertising is significantly
cheaper than television advertising and reaches just as
many people. Marketing on moving vehicles has three
other advantages that transit agencies can sell to
potential advertisers:

•  moving buses will pass customers, not wait for them
to drive by as with a stationary sign;

•  transit vehicles can advertise in places where
billboards are not allowed, e.g. the highly sought-
after downtown markets; and

•  passengers have no scenery to look at while sitting in
subways, so their eyes are inevitably drawn to
advertisements inside the rail car.

In Chicago the ads
have been so successful in
reaching their target
markets that 50% — an
industry high — of the
advertisers advertise again
on transit in a twelve-
month period. The
advertising industry is

starting to realize the potential of transit: this year transit
advertising revenues will match billboard advertising
revenues nationwide.

Transit revenues from advertising can be attractive,
especially in the current funding environment. For
example, last year the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA)

"Buses only go where people go."

—John Blunda, TDI
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received $7 million in advertising
revenue. Out of a total CTA operating
budget of $790 million, advertising pays
for about 1% of the operating costs.
While this amount may seem small
compared to the total CTA operating
budget, it pays for service on a number of
routes.

New revenue sources can be exciting, but some
individuals feel that advertising detracts from the
attractiveness of transit vehicles or stations. These
citizens may object to the use of a public asset to
promote private products, especially tobacco and
alcohol.

In this case study, we examine the advertising
programs of a large, multimodal transit system, the
Chicago Transit Authority, and a small transit system
run by the Albuquerque Transit and Parking Department,
Sun Tran.

Ad on back of bus

Wrapped bus
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The Experience of the Chicago Transit Authority

Background

Transit advertising has existed in Chicago since the
1900s. Streetcars had ads inside (to reach riders) and
outside on the front and back (to reach pedestrians and
drivers). A company called Chicago Car handled all of the
advertising until the 1940s. In the 1950s, Chicago Car
introduced the "side ads" that are now so popular.

In the 1960s, the public sector assumed transit
responsibilities in Chicago. Today there are ads on and in
2,218 buses, in 1,217 trains, and at all 143 rail stations
except those located on expressways.1 Some El tracks also
have billboards on them, but CTA does not allow ads on
bus shelters for aesthetic reasons.2

Implementation

CTA outsources its advertising program because it
feels that industry specialists can produce more revenue
than CTA could itself. Every five years, a competitive
bidding process is used to select the contractor that
submits the most financially attractive bid. The current
advertiser, Transportation Displays, Incorporated (TDI), is
a major transit advertising company which handles

advertising in cities such as Chicago, New York, and
London. TDI draws from its 20 years of advertising
experience to design and run all aspects of CTA's
advertising program. CTA only provides the vehicles and
signage space in stations, yet it receives the greater of
guaranteed minimum revenue (about $5 million per year)
or 60% of TDI's net billings.

Agency Profile
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CTA feels that choosing the
right contractor is the key to an
advertising program. TDI was
selected due to its 20 years of
experience, dedicated sales force,
and global contracts with transit
agencies. This global network allows
TDI to access national and
international marketing campaigns.

Program Structure

TDI and CTA have a five-year
contract with a five-year renewal
option. TDI is responsible for finding
advertisers, installing ads,
maintaining the ads and equipment,
collecting receipts, and removing
outdated ads.

Each month, TDI sends CTA a
check for 60% of its net advertising
billings (gross billings minus 15%
commission minus uncollected
accounts). If at the end of the year
60% of the net billings is less than
the guaranteed minimum amount
specified in TDI's contract, TDI pays
CTA the difference.

Annually, CTA receives $7
million from the program and can
use this money for any purpose,
including as a local match for federal
grant funds. In addition to cash, the
contract states that CTA may request

Advertising inside of bus

King size ad on outside of bus
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Rail station advertisement

up to $250,000 in marketing services from TDI. This
service utilizes Geographic Information Systems and
other computer programs to analyze bus routing, fares,
and system ridership. The service can also be used to
target CTA's own advertising and promotions to increase
ridership.

Key Contractual Language

CTA suggests including language in the contracts
between a transit agency and its vendor or the vendor and
an advertiser to encourage the promotion of transit in the
ads. For example, for a special event, the

advertiser can stress the use of transit: "Take bus route X
to the boat show at McCormick Place"; "Airline X to 30
destinations from Chicago — take the El's Blue Line to
O'Hare Airport;" or " Bring your transit pass to the
opening of Movie X and get $1 off admission."

Another CTA suggestion is to include in the
contract a well-defined schedule for replacement of
outdated ads, so as not to lose revenue.
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